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Dear Reader,

I had the opportunity to hear Dr. Clay Christensen from the Harvard Business School a few years ago 
discussing his upcoming book The Innovator’s Prescription.  The book describes Christensen’s theory 
of Disruptive Innovation as it applies to health care.   As communities across the country are faced with 
ongoing government funding reductions, increased social needs, and the long-term effects of the recession, 
it is clear we need to develop new solutions to ongoing challenges.   

That is why two years ago The Health Trust brought Dr. Christiansen from Harvard to Silicon Valley to 
speak about the application of Disruptive Innovation (DI) theory to the nonprofit sector.   It is also why 
we followed that event by funding DI projects in the health equity field.  One of the resulting grants was 
made to Catholic Charities to explore Pay for Success (PFS) and Social Innovation Financing (SIF) in Santa 
Clara County.  Third Sector Capital Partners, which prepared the case study that follows, was engaged for 
consulting support to work with the County government and the local nonprofit community to identify 
potential areas where these concepts could be applied.

We have been very pleased with the receptivity of the County to this project and the progress to date, thanks 
in no small part to the strong support from the Board of Supervisors and the dynamic leadership of COO 
Gary Graves from the County Executive’s office.  

This report is intended to describe our process and progress-to-date.  We want to support continued growth 
in this field, and I believe that reflecting on our lessons learned is essential to the successful completion of 
this project, and can inform other efforts underway across the nation.  

Interest and buy-in from philanthropic and commercial funders is essential to a Pay for Success initiative, 
so we at The Health Trust invited a group of experts to speak to potential investors about the Santa Clara 
County project and the growth of PFS and SIF.   Kimberlee Cornett, Director of Social Investment Practice 
at the Kresge Foundation, is our keynote speaker, and Gary Graves from the County, George Overholser 
from Third Sector, Greg Avis from Summit Partners and Ian Galloway from the Federal Reserve Bank of San 
Francisco will all share their unique perspectives and experiences.

We are grateful to the several foundations in the Silicon Valley that have already supported this innovative 
project, in particular the Sobrato Family Foundation and the Silicon Valley Community Foundation. We also 
recognize the dedicated leadership to the issue that Catholic Charities of Santa Clara County and their Step 
Up Silicon Valley initiative has provided. 

I look forward to the day when we solve challenging issues facing vulnerable communities in Silicon Valley 
and across the country through the use of innovative approaches and outcomes-based accountability.  I 
hope this case study can provide some context and lessons learned on one such effort here in Santa Clara 
County.

Kind regards,

Frederick J. Ferrer, M.S.
CEO, The Health Trust

A Letter from the CEO
The Health Trust
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Purpose and Scope

This case study documents Santa Clara County’s 
exploration of a Pay for Success (PFS) initiative from 
its origins in community conversations through the 
County Board of Supervisors’ vote on August 27, 2013, 
to fund the construction of one or more PFS projects. 
In this case study, we identify and document critical 
factors that advanced the project and key lessons 
learned by stakeholders. Our hope is that these 
findings will inform government officials and funders 
who are interested in pursuing PFS initiatives, and 
others who are tracking the development of this 
growing field of work.  

The content of this document is drawn from 
interviews with many of the players who participated 
in the origination and development of the Santa Clara 
County PFS exploration, including individuals from 
the public, nonprofit, and philanthropic sectors. 
This primary source content was supplemented 
by background information provided by Third 
Sector Capital Partners’ staff members, who led a 
collaborative effort to assess the viability of a PFS 
effort in Santa Clara.
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Pay for Success (PFS) describes a form of 
contracting between government entities and 
providers of social services, where the government 
only makes payments if the contracted service 
providers achieve an agreed-upon level of social 
outcomes. PFS contracts are often suited to social 
challenges where the provision of a preventive 
social service is more cost-effective than treating 
on a remedial basis. This arrangement differs from 
traditional cost reimbursement or throughput 
contracts, where governments typically pay social 
service providers without regard to the ultimate 
outcomes they bring about. 

Social Innovation Financing (SIF) enhances 
PFS contracting by providing service providers 
with the working capital needed to bridge timing 
gaps between the provision of services and future 
government payments. Social Impact Bonds (SIBs) 
are a form of Social Innovation Financing where 
philanthropic and/or commercial investors provide 
the initial funds required for the provision of services. 
In return, if the service provider achieves its target 
outcomes, the investors receive a portion of the 
resulting savings accrued by the government partner.

Key Criteria for a Pay for Success Project 

There are a variety of conditions that need to be 
satisfied in order for a Pay for Success effort to have the 
highest possible likelihood of reaching the execution 
stage and fully achieving its desired outcomes. First, 
the PFS project must present significant value to a 
government partner, either in the form of producing 
fiscal savings or addressing a high-priority social 
challenge. A promising project must also be able 
to identify a specific target population, with clearly 
defined needs. To improve outcomes for this group, 
a PFS project requires a proven intervention that 
has the ability to scale in order to reach a sizable 
target population. To measure the effectiveness of 
an intervention, there must be reliable and available 
data that can be used to capture outcomes as the 
intervention is delivered. Finally, a successful PFS 
project requires safeguards for the target population 
to ensure that there is no unwarranted denial of 
service or other adverse consequences.

Pay for Success and 
Social Innovation Financing

Pay For Success

Performance-based contracting 
with the social sector where 
government pays only if results 
are achieved

PFS

Proven
Interven�ons

Social Innovation Finance

Financing that bridges timing 
gap between government 
payments and upfront capital 
needed to run PFS Programs.
Social Impact Bond is a type of SIF

SIF
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The PFS concept was initially introduced to the Santa 
Clara County community thanks to the enthusiasm 
and advocacy of Greg Kepferle, CEO of Catholic 
Charities of Santa Clara County, a community orga-
nization dedicated to helping low income Santa Clara 
County residents rise out of poverty. In 2011, Kepferle, 
who had already been involved in several efforts to 
advance federal anti-poverty legislation, committed 
to promoting innovative policy reform efforts at the 
local government level. As a first step, he convened 
a group of local government, philanthropic, and pri-
vate leaders to form Step Up Silicon Valley1.

Step Up’s Outcomes Leadership Council, which in-
cluded County Supervisor David Cortese, was tasked 
with identifying and pursuing anti-poverty strategies 
based on a set of principles derived from NOCRA2, 
including a commitment to the use of rigorous and 
measurable outcomes and an exploration of market 
driven-strategies that might engage private sector 
partners and funds. Supervisor Cortese, who would 
become a major advocate for the project, realized that 
“this kind of merit-based contracting could be a pow-
erful tool for moving a large group of people out of 
poverty.”

Kepferle invited Steve Rothschild, an author and 
proponent of Human Capital Bonds3, to speak at a 
gathering hosted by the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation. Kepferle first met Rothschild through 

a program sponsored by Catholic Charities USA and 
was intrigued by his vision for how PFS might intro-
duce accountability for social services.

Rothschild’s presentation coincided with a new grant 
competition funded by The Health Trust, which 
seeks to improve wellness and health in Silicon 
Valley. In February of 2012, The Health Trust hosted a 
Disruptive Innovation Summit with Harvard Business 
School Professor Clay Christensen. Christensen is 
widely credited with introducing the idea of disrup-
tive innovation to describe new business approaches 
that introduce simplicity, convenience, accessibility, 
reliability, and affordability to replace previous prod-
ucts or services that have grown complicated, expen-
sive, and inaccessible.  The Health Trust followed 
the Summit with a disruptive innovation Request 
for Proposals that sought out initiatives that had 
the power to “catalyze entrepreneurial thinking and 
implement creative solutions to existing health and 
social issues impacting the Silicon Valley.”

Kepferle, CEO of Catholic Charities, and Almaz 
Negash, the Managing Director of Step Up, prepared 
a response to examine the feasibility of pursuing so-
cial impact bonds with the Santa Clara County gov-
ernment. Step Up had previously received seed fund-
ing from the City of San Jose to investigate Pay for 
Success and was excited to continue its exploration. 
As Negash recalled, Step Up sought new and inno-
vative ways to reduce poverty in the region.  She ex-
plained, “We want to make sure that organizations 
are measuring outcomes rather than outputs, and be-
lieve that a PFS model can help create an infrastruc-
ture that our community can use for years to come.” 
Step Up’s grant application for $100,000 was success-
ful, and the organization elected to engage Third 
Sector, a national nonprofit expert on PFS contract-
ing, to conduct a feasibility analysis.

1 Step Up Silicon Valley is the movement to cut poverty in Santa Clara County, founded and supported by Catholic Charities of SCC.  The move-
ment focuses on three strategic areas – convening, advocacy for policy changes, and systems change incubation.
2 NOCRA, the National Opportunity for Community Renewal Act, was a proposed anti-poverty bill that failed to pass congress in 2010 and 2011. It 
was conceived and championed by a coalition that included Catholic Charities USA. After failing to earn federal support, NOCRA’s advocates com-
mitted to “proving its principles locally,” according to Greg Kepferle.
3 Human Capital Bonds, which Rothschild has promoted nationally and written about for several years, are a form of Pay for Success contracting in 
which a government entity issues a traditional bond to generate the funds for making success payments to selected social service providers. 

Background: An Idea Takes Root
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“We want to make sure that organizations are 
measuring outcomes rather than outputs, and believe 

that a PFS model can help create an infrastructure that 
our community can use for years to come.”

-Almaz Negash
Managing Director

Step Up Silicon Valley

Case Study: Pay for Success in Santa Clara County

Organization Mission/Purpose Role People
Catholic 
Charities of 
Silicon Valley

To help people of all cultures 
and beliefs rise up out of pov-
erty and overcome the barriers 
to self-sufficiency

Introduced Pay for Success in 
Santa Clara County and applied 
for Health Trust Disruptive 
Innovation Grant.

• Greg Kepferle
Chief Executive Officer

Step Up 
Silicon Valley

An initiative of Catholic 
Charities of Santa Clara County 
to reduce poverty in the region.

Received Health Trust 
Disruptive Innovation Grant to 
explore Pay for Success and led 
community engagement and 
education efforts.

• Almaz Negash
Managing Director

The Health 
Trust

To lead Silicon Valley commu-
nity to advance wellness

Funded Step Up and Catholic 
Charities through Disruptive 
Innovation Competition to lead 
exploration of Social Impact 
Bonds

• Fred Ferrer 
Chief Executive Officer
• Todd Hansen
Chief Operating Officer

Santa Clara 
County

To plan for the needs of a 
dynamic community, provide 
quality services, and promote 
a healthy, safe and prosperous 
community for all

Worked with Third Sector and 
Step Up to assess feasibility and 
potential value of Pay for Success 
projects. Co-funded Third Sector 
to lead deal construction efforts.

• Gary Graves
Chief Operating Officer

Third Sector 
Capital 
Partners

To accelerate America’s transi-
tion to a performance-driven 
social sector

Led feasibility analysis to identi-
fy suitable Pay for Success target 
populations and interventions, 
and quantify potential costs and 
savings.

• Caroline Whistler
Co-Founder & Partner
• Caleb Jonas
Associate, Advisory 
Services

Silicon Valley 
Community 
Foundation

Advances innovative philan-
thropic solutions to challenging 
problems, engaging donors to 
make our region and world a 
better place for all

Joined County in funding Third 
Sector to lead deal construction 
efforts.

• Eleanor Clement Glass
Chief Giving Officer

Sobrato 
Foundation

To build a strong and vibrant 
Silicon Valley Community by in-
vesting exclusively in nonprofits 
serving those most in need

Joined County in funding Third 
Sector to lead deal construction 
efforts

• John Sobrato
Board Chairman
• Rick Williams
Chief Executive Officer

Key Players in the Santa Clara County PFS Exploration
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PFS Exploration and Implementation Phases
Third Sector took a multi-phase approach to conducting the Pay for Success feasibility study in Santa Clara 
County, with clear decision points for the County and partners at the conclusion of each phase. Below is a project 
overview that describes the key phases of work, their duration, and the key activities in advancing the feasibility 
analysis. This progression captures one County’s path from idea to action in exploring a Pay for Success project.

Case Study: Pay for Success in Santa Clara County

Community Advocacy and Planning
March 2012 - Dec. 2012
Catholic Chari�es and Step Up Silicon Valley host educa�onal gather-
ing (w/ Silicon Valley Community Founda�on), advocate for PFS, and 
receive disrup�ve innova�on grant from The Health Trust.

County Budget and Social Needs Analysis 
Jan. 2013 – March 2013
Step Up Silicon Valley engages with Third Sector Capital Partners to 
explore PFS feasibility. Third Sector works with Step Up to iden�fy 
underserved vulnerable popula�ons. Third Sector assesses the 
County's preparedness to engage in and benefit from PFS.

Landscape Analysis 
April 2013 – July 2013
Step Up Silicon Valley and Third Sector provide educa�on to com-
munity providers and funders. Third Sector conducts a landscape 
analysis of poten�al interven�ons that may be a fit for PFS.

Project Selec�on and Deal Construc�on 
Aug. 2013 – June 2014
Third Sector receives approval and funding from the County Board 
of Supervisors, Silicon Valley Community Founda�on and Sobrato 
Founda�on to begin deal construc�on. Third Sector begins work to 
iden�fy service providers, funders, and nego�ate contract terms for 
selected PFS areas.

Planned Project Launch
July 2014
Begin service delivery and evalua�on.
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One of the essential components of any PFS 
contracting effort is a government entity or another 
payer’s willingness to fund a social intervention, so 
long as it achieves agreed upon outcomes. In an early 
setback to Step Up’s desire to advance one or more 
such pilot projects, Gary Graves, Santa Clara County’s 
Chief Operating Officer, was initially skeptical of 
social impact bonds. As the County executive most 
responsible for the government’s internal processes 
and procedures, Graves held the power to single-
handedly stop the PFS project in its tracks. As Todd 
Hansen, Chief Operating Officer of The Health Trust 
reflected, “We had to get Gary on board. He’s the guy 
who makes things happen.” 

When Graves encountered social impact bonds, he 
had a number of concerns about its implications 
for the County and its partners. First, Graves was 
skeptical about the County’s capacity to issue new 
debt and reported, “I had real questions about 
whether or not we could generate cashable savings.” 
Specifically, Graves worried that “for these kinds of 
social issues or areas where we struggle to meet our 
community’s needs, even if we could address them, 
we probably wouldn’t generate real cash savings.” As 
a result, Graves said, “I was very reticent to make any 
commitment that the County would have to come up 
with money to pay back an investor.” 

Graves’s reluctance was due, in part, to his 
disinclination towards issuing any bonds to fund 
social programs. Fortunately for the project’s 
advocates, Graves’s perspective on PFS began to 
shift after the County Board of Supervisors approved 
a referral by Supervisor David Cortese, who was 
excited to apply PFS’s rigorous attention to outcomes 
to the government’s efforts to reduce poverty. Cortese 
remarked that he was excited to put Santa Clara 
on “the cutting edge of considering new tools that 
will encourage the County to innovate, improve its 
efficiency, and leverage its capital.” 

Graves later explained that the language of the 
referral, and subsequent meetings with Third Sector, 
helped him to understand that PFS contracting had 

the power to quantify the impact of government-
funded social services. Furthermore, Graves learned 
that the phrase “social impact bond” is a misnomer, 
and that a shift to PFS procurement practices would 
in fact ensure that County funds were used only to pay 
for successful interventions. As Graves said, “I started 
to look at it from the perspective that if there was an 
opportunity to measurably improve social outcomes, 
this might be worth exploring.” 

Graves’s interest in PFS was strengthened when the 
Board of Supervisors made clear in a subsequent 
meeting that it was open to pursuing the use of PFS 
contracting to address high-priority social problems, 
even if they might not necessarily result in near-term 
fiscal savings to the County. He noted, “The approach 
that we’ve taken in this County is that we need to be 
open-minded to innovation and new ideas, and I 
became convinced that there might be a way that we 
could see this as a source of accessing new resources 
to tackle some of the most difficult social problems 
that we face.” 

A Dual-Track Approach

“I became excited when 
the Board approved a dual 
track that would allow us 
to explore two potential 
PFS applications:

-
terventions that might 
save the County money;
• To improve account-
ability and outcomes 
for high-priority social 
problems.”

-Gary Graves

Santa Clara County

Lesson Learned: Government 
Participation is Vital
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Graves’s support allowed Third Sector to begin its 
initial phase of feasibility work by meeting with 
County department and agency executives. Caroline 
Whistler, Co-Founder and Partner of Third Sector, 
remarked, “Gary’s engagement opened the door for 
us to have valuable meetings with the County staff 
who best understood the needs of the County’s 
most vulnerable populations.” Third Sector found 

that these County leaders were largely receptive to 
the Pay for Success concept and eager to share their 
ideas about what areas might be best served by a 
pilot project. The success of these conversations 
strengthened Graves’s willingness to advance the 
PFS exploration process. As Graves reflected, “I really 
needed to know that this idea seemed worthwhile to 
my senior staff at the social service departments and 
agencies, since they are the experts in their fields.”

The support of the Board of Supervisors, the County’s 
Chief Operating Officer, and various department 
heads also signaled to community partners that the 
County’s commitment to exploring PFS was “real 
and deep,” in the words of Eleanor Clement Glass, 
Chief Giving Officer at the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation. She elaborated, “Seeing the County’s 
commitment at multiple levels and Gary’s leadership 
addressed a threshold question that permitted us to 
consider supporting this project.”

All the stakeholders interviewed for this case study 
identified government support as a critical success 
factor in Santa Clara’s PFS exploration. As the ultimate 
contingent success payer in any PFS project, the 
Santa Clara County Government had to be convinced 
that exploring this shift in procurement would 
be worth its time and effort. Earning the trust and 
backing of government representatives proved slow, 

especially because the PFS project’s success relied 
on earning the support of County officials and staff 
at multiple levels and in different areas. Ultimately, 
however, a two-pronged strategy proved effective in 
convincing the County to engage in a Pay for Success 
exploration. First, the commitment by Catholic 
Charities, Step Up, and The Health Trust to fund and 
lead an exploration of this concept demonstrated 
that respected community institutions were willing 
to provide tangible support to help the County better 
understand and consider this concept. Second, 
Third Sector’s commitment to leading a rigorous 
feasibility process helped to convince stakeholders 
that PFS pilots could measurably benefit vulnerable 
populations, while also potentially saving the County 
funds. In concert, these two assurances helped earn 
the County’s critical commitment to fully exploring 
PFS.

Case Study: Pay for Success in Santa Clara County

All of the stakeholders interviewed for this case study identified 
government support as a critical success factor in Santa Clara’s PFS 

exploration.
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A number of non-governmental advocates and 
stakeholders noted that the feasibility assessment 
phase of work took longer than they might have 
anticipated, due in some part to the execution of an 
exploration process that was deliberate, transparent, 
and collaborative. As Todd Hansen of The Health 
Trust noted, “PFS is still largely new and unknown, 
which means that it requires a lot of discussion at 
every step of the way. As a result, this process is going 
to take longer than one expects.”

Kepferle and Negash of Catholic Charities and Step 
Up, the project’s initial advocates, both emphasized 
the importance of treating the County’s PFS 
exploration as an opportunity to “align the broader 
community with the vision of ending poverty.” This 
desire to earn community support and promote 
local ownership for local solutions strengthened 
Third Sector’s commitment to broaden community 
engagement during feasibility assessment work.

To encourage community participation and feedback 
in the PFS exploration process, Third Sector hosted an 
open meeting to brief local service providers on PFS 
and the County’s process. More than 70 organizations 
were represented at this meeting. Third Sector also 
continued to hold individual follow-up conversations 
with more than 20 interested organizations. 
Stakeholders reported that the thorough community 
outreach process, which took several months, was an 
important step in establishing that the County was 

open to feedback and guidance in its exploration of 
PFS.

This effort to engage and learn from community 
partners was an important indicator to Eleanor 
Clement Glass and others of the project’s viability.  
As she said, “We had to be convinced that nonprofits 
were engaged and able to give input and feedback.” 
Similarly, Gary Graves said, “This can’t just be 
something that is pushed by government alone. This 
requires an interest from the community, and an 
investment in building partnerships.” 

For many of the project stakeholders, engaging in 
a deliberate and transparent process was critical 
to advancing the Pay for Success project. Caroline 
Whistler noted, “Building on enthusiasm about PFS 
conceptually to arriving at an actual deal requires 
patience and planning. Third Sector’s approach in 
Santa Clara County has been to identify a series of ‘go / 
no go’ points where stakeholders can choose whether 
or not to proceed.” Caleb Jonas of Third Sector added, 
“Pay for Success projects can only succeed with the 
participation of engaged and enthusiastic funders, 
service providers, and government leaders. We 
have been deliberate in building and strengthening 
partnerships as a core part of this exploration.” Almaz 
Negash observed that “Pay for Success requires 
us to think hard about what is not working in our 
communities, and how we can do better. Those 
questions should not be fast or easy to address.” 

Lesson Learned: Transparency Builds 
a Necessary Foundation of Trust 

“PFS can’t just be something that is pushed by government alone. 
It requires an interest from the community, and an investment in 

building partnerships.”
-Gary Graves

Chief Operating Officer
Santa Clara County
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Each of the stakeholders involved in developing Santa 
Clara County’s PFS initiative agreed that this explo-
ration prompted them to work with largely familiar 
partners but in nontraditional ways. The strength 
and depth of these preexisting relationships proved 
valuable, as did the willingness of stakeholders and 
collaborators to explore different ways of supporting 
a shared vision.

At the philanthropic organizations that supported 
the project, staff members found themselves engaged 
in unexpected and unusual ways. Todd Hansen of 
The Health Trust said, “I am far more hands-on and 
engaged in this effort than I am with any of our other 
grants.” Based on his background as an attorney with 
experience working in corporate finance, Hansen also 
thought that The Health Trust could use its credibil-
ity and strong community and government relation-
ships to advance the project. To help boost the proj-
ect, Hansen took an active role attending meetings, 
engaging potential investors, and providing strategic 
support to Step Up and Third Sector.  

Eleanor Clement Glass, Chief Giving Officer at the 
Silicon Valley Community Foundation, took a differ-
ent tack. She made a conscious decision to approach 
the PFS effort in what she referred to as “learning 
mode.” She explained that her Foundation “is not cur-
rently at the stage where we are looking for good im-
pact investing opportunities,” but that the PFS con-
cept “was something that we were eager to learn more 

about and to track its progress in our community.”

In explaining her path from observation to participa-
tion, Eleanor said, “I was trying to watch this process 
unfold, see if it had legs, assess where the Foundation 
could provide the best support, and where the oppor-
tunity was for us to add value.” Over time, she decid-
ed that by supporting the work of constructing and 
finalizing an actual PFS contract, “Our small invest-
ment now could open the door to a much larger pool 
of dollars down the road.” Clement Glass became a 
careful observer of Third Sector Capital Partner’s 
feasibility assessment efforts and eventually made 
the decision to offer the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation’s financial support for project deal con-
struction, so long as the County was also willing to 
contribute funds.

For Graves, whose day-to-day responsibilities are, 
as he says, “to make sure the County is running well 
internally,” the PFS project was unique as it required 
him to spend time talking with community-based so-

cial service providers and potential project funders. 
In April of 2012, The Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation hosted an informational session on the 
Santa Clara County exploration for local philanthro-
pists and impact investors. The session gave Gary 
Graves an opportunity to speak directly to poten-
tial PFS investors about the County’s interest in Pay 
for Success. Eleanor Clement Glass noted that this 

“Our small investment now could open the door 
to a much larger pool of dollars down the road.”

-Eleanor Clement Glass
Chief Giving Officer

Silicon Valley Community Foundation

Lesson Learned: Innovation Forces 
Familiar Players into New Roles
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session was especially valuable because it also “al-
lowed attendees to directly engage with Gary about 
their questions and concerns.”

While presentations of this sort fell outside his usual 
scope of work, Graves recognized that his presence at 
these public events would indicate that the County 
was serious in its investigation of this initiative. As 
he reflected, “It is valuable to me to take the opportu-
nity to face outward on occasion to understand what 
is happening with our partners in the community and 
to directly communicate with them.” 

Step Up and Third Sector saw themselves as able 
to contribute to advancing the PFS project in ways 
that were more aligned with their past activities and 
expertise. To Almaz Negash, Step Up’s Managing 
Director, the PFS project was a perfect fit for Step 
Up’s mission. “We believe in creating change and cut-
ting poverty by engaging experts, community lead-
ers, and the broader community around innovative 
solutions,” she explained. “That is what we were able 
to do to get this Pay for Success project off the ground 

and to keep it moving forward.” Similarly, Caroline 
Whistler of Third Sector said, “We see ourselves as 
able to bring our expertise on PFS as a tool to address 
the unique challenges facing individual communi-
ties.”  In Santa Clara, she went on, “We led a rigorous 
and methodical approach to help the stakeholders 
understand if and how a PFS project might benefit 
Santa Clara County.”

A Pay for Success project requires all of its stake-
holders to think and plan differently, even before the 
implementation procurement is issued or a contract 

is signed. As the Santa Clara County experience dem-
onstrates, initial funders may have to become advo-
cates and conveners, government administrators may 
need to interact broadly with the public, and proj-
ect advocates may need to engage and inform other 
stakeholders who they want to take a more active role 
in the future. In Santa Clara County, the willingness 
of established and respected community organiza-
tions to take on atypical roles was a critical factor in 
advancing the Pay for Success initiative.

Case Study: Pay for Success in Santa Clara County

“It is valuable to me to take the opportunity to face outward on 
occasion to understand what is happening with our partners in 

the community and to directly communicate with them.”
-Gary Graves

Chief Operating Officer
Santa Clara County
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As Third Sector progressed through its government 
readiness assessment work and provider landscape 
analysis, the team observed two areas where commu-
nity leaders and stakeholders throughout Santa Clara 
County had coalesced around innovative and ambi-
tious efforts to address pressing social challenges. 
These two existing initiatives demonstrated different 
ways that a Pay for Success might be able to benefit 
from previous innovations. In the arena of homeless-
ness, a public-private partnership called Destination: 
Home, a member of the Step Up network, was ex-
ploring creative tools to progress towards its goal 
of permanently housing 1,000 homeless individu-
als in Santa Clara County. Meanwhile, the County’s 
Mental Health Department was using a “Full Service 
Partnership”4 model to address the needs of clients 
in its acute psychiatric facilities by providing flexible 
funding to social service providers.

Destination: Home was among the earliest interested 
parties in pursuing PFS contracting in the county. 
Their investigation of how the mechanism might 
help advance their mission intrigued a number of 
influential community leaders and provided a tan-
gible illustration of how PFS might be a valuable tool 
in Santa Clara County. Months prior to Santa Clara 
County’s Pay for Success efforts, Destination: Home 
had engaged the Economic Roundtable, a nonprofit 
research organization, to quantify the scope and cost 
of social services consumed by the neediest members 
of Santa Clara’s homeless population. 

Santa Clara County supported this data collection 
effort, which drew from multiple County databases 

that had previously existed in silos. This data proj-
ect was designed to create both a historical analysis 
of the highest users of County services, and a tool to 
identify those at risk of suffering most from the chal-
lenges of chronic homelessness. This initiative’s prog-
ress led a number of stakeholders to quickly identify 
chronic homelessness as a highly attractive candidate 
for Pay for Success contracting. PFS contracting re-
lies on exactly this kind of data sharing in order to 
quantify government savings and evaluate outcomes. 
Destination: Home provided evidence that it was 
possible to aggregate and analyze County data across 
different human service databases. Their success in 
this effort represented progress that could acceler-
ate a future PFS effort’s analysis of the benefit to the 
County from a reduction in chronic homelessness.

Gary Graves, who sits on the Board of Destination: 
Home, helped present the County’s interest in a PFS 
initiative to that group, which led to a thorough dis-
cussion of how PFS might help reduce homelessness. 
The group’s previous work in quantifying the human 
and fiscal costs of homelessness allowed it to explore 
the implications of how such an initiative might be 
constructed in some detail. Eleanor Clement Glass, 
who also sits on the Board of Directors of Destination: 
Home, was present at the meetings where the con-
cept was introduced. She found that Gary Graves’s 
presentation to Destination: Home Board “demon-
strated his passion and promise” and that the sub-
sequent discussion “piqued my interest” in the PFS 
effort. John Sobrato, also a Destination: Home Board 

Lesson Learned: Capitalize 
on Existing Momentum

4 In California, Full Service Partnerships (FSPs) are innovative and flexible contracts between local governments and community social service pro-
viders. They are designed to benefit individuals suffering from the most severe mental health challenges by providing them with a broad spectrum 
of services to aid in their recovery.  FSP activities are funded through State’s Mental Health Services Act of 2005. 

Destination: Home’s existing data 
collection effort led stakeholders 

to quickly identify chronic 
homelessness as a highly attractive 

candidate for PFS contracting.

Destination: Home
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member, whose family foundation later joined the 
Silicon Valley Community Foundation and County 
in funding the construction of a PFS initiative, also 
traced his interest in the PFS initiative to a second 
presentation to that group. 

The County’s Full Service Partnership (FSP) contracts 
allowed community-based social service agencies 
to provide customized services based on individual 
client needs. The County’s use of FSP to support a 
“whatever it takes” approach to improving outcomes 
proved to be a useful template to help its leaders 
understand Pay for Success. As Caroline Whistler 
of Third Sector explained, “the Pay for Success ap-
proach asks a government to shift from funding a 
prescribed set of activities to paying for a success-
ful outcome. Full Service Partnerships have allowed 
the Santa Clara County to start moving in that direc-
tion.” According to Gary Graves, the Mental Health 
Department’s experience thinking creatively about 
contracting was a contributing factor to the Board 

of Supervisor’s decision to identify acute psychiatric 
care as an area of interest for Pay for Success.

For Caroline Whistler of Third Sector, watching the 
Pay for Success project unfold in Santa Clara County 
provided a useful reminder that “it is often easier to 
jump to the front of an existing parade than to start 
a new one.” As Third Sector began to understand the 
broad commitment and innovative planning already 
underway in Santa Clara County, Third Sector identi-
fied homelessness as a leading social need that might 
be addressed with Pay for Success. Almaz Negash con-
curred, saying that Destination: Home’s momentum 
showed that “stable housing can be the beginning of 
someone’s journey out of poverty, and it makes sense 
for Pay for Success to capitalize on that.” Gary Graves 
agreed saying, “Looking at Pay for Success as a solu-
tion to homelessness, with all the work we are already 
doing there, helped me understand how this tool 
could actually be applied.”

Case Study: Pay for Success in Santa Clara County

Watching the Pay for Success project unfold in 
Santa Clara County provided a useful reminder 
that “it is often easier to jump to the front of an 

existing parade than to start a new one.”
-Caroline Whistler

Co-Founder & Partner
Third Sector Capital Partners
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What’s Next in 
Santa Clara County

On August 27th 2013, the Santa Clara County Board 
of Supervisors voted to allocate $75,000 for the con-
struction of two Pay for Success projects. The County 
expressed a specific desire to address the challenges 
of acute psychiatric illness and chronic homelessness. 
The Sobrato Family Foundation and Silicon Valley 
Community Foundation matched the County’s finan-
cial support to underwrite this phase of work. As of 
October, Third Sector continued to work closely with 
County leadership to complete a project specification 
process that would identify the exact target popula-
tion for each Pay for Success initiative and a preferred 
outcome measure. Once this process is complete, 
Third Sector will support the County to select service 
providers, develop an evaluation design, draft a Pay 
for Success contract, and assist in structuring Social 
Innovation Financing arrangements.

The Pay for Success experience in Santa Clara County 

demonstrates that developing an effective PFS ar-
rangement requires careful planning and prepara-
tion. Trusted partners who are willing to take on unfa-
miliar roles and think creatively can prove immensely 
valuable in advancing the project and earning the 
support of government officials and administrators. 
Their participation is critical in exploring and enact-
ing a Pay for Success project. A PFS investigation may 
move slowly, but partners in Santa Clara agreed that 
a methodical approach greatly increased the project’s 
likelihood of success. As Negash reflected, “We are 
doing this because, at the end of the day, we need to 
improve the status quo for people in poverty.” Gary 
Graves explained, “At a time when public sector or-
ganizations are stretched thin in terms of resources, 
I think it is our responsibility as a community to fully 
evaluate new ideas and concepts to see whether or 
not they can help us to meet the needs of vulnerable 
populations.”

“At a time when public sector organizations are stretched thin in 
terms of resources, I think it is our responsibility as a community 

to fully evaluate new ideas and concepts to see whether or not 
they can help us to meet the needs of vulnerable populations.”

-Gary Graves
Chief Operating Officer

Santa Clara County
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DISCLAIMER

ANY LOANS OR GRANTS REFERRED TO IN THIS DOCUMENT ARE NOT SECURITIES AND 
THE PROVISION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL 
OR THE SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY SECURITIES.  NO REPRESENTATIONS 
OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND ARE INTENDED OR SHOULD BE INFERRED WITH 
RESPECT TO THE ECONOMIC RETURN OR THE TAX CONSEQUENCES FROM THE 
LOANS OR GRANTS.  NO ASSURANCE CAN BE GIVEN THAT THE FINANCIAL OR SOCIAL 
OBJECTIVE WILL BE ACHIEVED.  PROSPECTIVE FUNDERS ARE NOT TO CONSTRUE 
THIS DOCUMENT AS LEGAL OR TAX ADVICE.  EACH PROSPECTIVE FUNDER SHOULD 
CONSULT ITS OWN COUNSEL, ACCOUNTANT AND OTHER ADVISERS FOR ADVICE 
CONCERNING THE VARIOUS LEGAL, TAX AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
RELATING TO ITS LOAN OR GRANT.

THE INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE BY THIRD SECTOR.
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